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BACKGROUND & OPPORTUNITY
Background & History

The Fresh & Easy brand was founded by UK grocer Tesco in 2006 and quickly established retail operations in California, Nevada and
certain parts of Arizona. At its peak Fresh & Easy’s operations encompassed approximately 200 stores providing affordable healthy foods,
emphasizing natural and organic products, in a convenient, easy to shop format.
In 2013, the Fresh & Easy assets were sold and it was restructured under new management with the goal of building a fresh food focused
retail concept that would fill an unmet need for today’s time pressured consumer. In FY 2014, Fresh & Easy, LLC (the “Company”) generated
revenue of $780M.

Fresh & Easy Vision

The Company’s differentiated strategy targeted consumers who desired fresh, healthy products and placed a high value on time and
convenience. The Company differentiated itself by utilizing its affiliated distribution center and food manufacturing facilities to offer proprietary
formulations of natural and organic fresh and shelf stable products packaged to go from store to table with minimal effort.
The Company’s extensive infrastructure and distribution strategy allowed for daily deliveries from food production facilities to store locations,
ensuring premium quality and freshness. Select produce was delivered directly from farms and distributors, reaching stores within 48 hours tapping into consumers’ desire for ‘farm to table’ as well as highly-transparent healthy food products.
The Fresh & Easy concept targeted an intersection of overlapping markets in Specialty Grocery, Convenience store offerings, and the Fast
Casual marketplace.

Fresh & Easy Key Trends and Offerings

• Small format stores designed for convenience
• Natural and organic produce
• Delivering freshness from Company operated facilities
• Ready to Eat, Ready to Heat and Ready to Cook Items among other broad grocery items
• Affordability to the consumer
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Specification Information

Product specification information within myCreations may contain the following information:
• Organic Certification
• Kosher Certification
• Supplier Details
• Barcode
• Raw Materials Information
• Allergen and Dietary Declarations
• Critical and Quality Control Points
• Nutritional Facts
• Label
• Packaging
• Serving and Recipe Information
• Cooking and Prep Instructions
• Storage Information

Data Migration

Fresh & Easy’s formulations database provides buyers a unique opportunity to acquire a well-developed and tested assortment of fresh and
shelf stable product recipes. In connection with the sale of the formulations database, Fresh & Easy would utilize one of the following solutions
to preserve and transfer the data stored in the myCreations database to a buyer. 1
1. The buyer would assume Fresh & Easy’s myCreations license with Oracle, or enter into its own license agreement. The annual hosting
charge is currently $160,000 and was based on Fresh & Easy’s 2015 vendor utilization volume. Fresh & Easy expects that a buyer would
seek to negotiate the annual hosting and support charges based on its anticipated level of usage. In the event a buyer seeks to assume
the license agreement, there may be additional cure costs payable to Oracle.
2. Oracle will initiate a transfer of the myCreations database from Oracle’s myCreations datacenter to local Fresh & Easy owned hardware.
Oracle will further install perpetual myCreations software on the Fresh & Easy owned hardware. Following the migration of the data, the
Fresh & Easy hardware, with the installed myCreations software, will be made available to the buyer. The myCreations data interface will
remain the same, however, the buyer will need to source its own hosting and support provider. myCreations third party access capability
(e.g. co-packers entering information) and query mechanisms will be lost. Estimated Oracle cost to transfer content from the Oracle
datacenter to Fresh & Easy hardware is $20K - $50K.
3. Full product specifications could be manually viewed online and the content relating to the specifications can be extracted in a PDF file
format. This option would involve a significant number of man hours and may, as a practical matter, limit the set of specifications to be
extracted. Manual input will be required in order to transfer data from a PDF file to an independent data base.

Trademarks

1

The suggested solutions are subject to change, and are not necessarily exclusive.
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SUMMARY OF ASSETS
Product Library

Fresh & Easy owns a perpetual license to utilize the Oracle hosted MICROS® myCreations product development software solution. The
myCreations database currently manages over 7,000 formulations for fresh and shelf stable product in an environment that provides input
access for authorized third parties with multiple query mechanisms.
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Domain Names

Standard Operating Procedures

Fresh & Easy maintains a collection of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) which explain in great detail how to prepare each of their
products and keep stores operating at peak effectiveness. These detailed SOPs include information ranging from safety precautions and
sanitation procedures to cooking and plating techniques. Fresh & Easy has several hundred SOPs in its database.
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TECHNICAL IMAGE LIBRARY

The technical image library contains several thousand modifiable image files in their native format. The image files include technical specifications
relating to packaging, certain product images and artwork. The technical image library is currently preserved on the servers of VCG Catapult.
VCG Catapult has reported that all of the assets from January 2011 to present day can be made readily available for digital transfer. Catapult
has reported that the costs associated with transferring the assets to a third party will be approximately $28,000. Any transfer of images
created prior to 2011 will need to be separately priced and extracted manually as they are currently stored offline. Options also exist to
continue the service agreement with Catapult under re-negotiated terms.
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PRODUCT IMAGE LIBRARY

The product image library contains several thousand image files depicting the various products sold in Fresh & Easy stores. These images
meet digital standards which make them compatible for e-commerce utilization. The images cross reference SKU’s identifying the products
being depicted for retail purposes.
For review purposes several product categories identified by Hilco Streambank within the image database include Condiments, Cooking
Utensils, Deli and Dairy, Fresh Produce, Frozen Foods, Prepared Food, Ready to Cook, Ready to Eat and Supplements. For review purposes
we have provided several sample images for each category. Buyers will have the ability to categorize the Product Image Library as they see fit.

Sample Images

Condiments

Cooking Utensils

Fresh Produce
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Frozen Foods

Prepared Foods

Ready To Cook

Supplements
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HISTORICAL FINANCIALS & SALES OVERVIEW

*Detailed financials are available in the Data Room

MARKETING & ADVERTISING
Fresh & Easy had an extensive marketing and advertising program. Campaign efforts targeted the consumer through multiple channels
including digital advertising, billboards and distribution of targeted materials through email deployment. Fresh & Easy also purchased radio
advertisements for increased exposure of in store specials, holiday specials and exclusive promotional events. Marketing efforts were designed
to appeal to the shopper on a personal level, ultimately building trust and loyalty between the brand and shopper. Fresh & Easy conducted a
series of market research projects intended to identify and collect data sets to better define their customer base.
Some of the results from the research conducted have been sampled below.

Customer Demographics

• Customer demographic data was collected outlining store performance and trends. Full reports are available upon request.
• The F&E brand does well with $50-75k HHs, 2+ member HHs, age 41-45, HHs with and without children.
• F&E does well within the Caucasian and Hispanic ethnicities.
• F&E’s health-conscious yet convenient food appeals greatly to individuals who identify themselves as “continuous improvers”, “wellbeing
warriors”, and “convenience seekers”.
• F&E’s health-conscious yet convenient strategy attracts a high volume of customers age 70+.
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Fresh & Easy conducted store analyses to determine store performance across the Las Vegas market.

Analysis was conducted to better understand the type of shoppers at each of those locations. Customer Micro-Segments were identified 3
types of shoppers as “continuous improvers”, “convenience seekers”, and “wellbeing warriors”. Furthermore, F&E’s products resonated well
with individuals who were in their late twenties, as well as over 70, and had a household income of 50-75K.
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Customer demographic research conducted by Fresh & Easy determined that its largest customer base fell into the categories of Married with
kids, White or Hispanic, and those with at least a high school degree.

Fresh & Easy conducted research to show the top 6 types of shoppers for the Las Vegas Market along with a description of each. Customer
values for this specific market segment align with consumers seeking the benefits of a convenient, yet health conscious food line.
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WEBSITE & SOCIAL MEDIA
Fresh & Easy Monthly Twitter Stats

Fresh & Easy’s Twitter followers peaked at just over 22.2K in May of 2015.

GOOGLE ANALYTICS DATA – www.FreshandEasy.com
2014 Website Overview

2015 Website Overview
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ADMI NEW STORE CONCEPT

Fresh & Easy, together with ADMI, developed a series of new store concepts and re-designs. The concept stores were designed to lead the
Fresh & Easy brand in to the future with a “visual welcome”, and an efficient and time saving design calculated to appeal to F&E’s customer
by establishing a sense of community friendliness. The book may be viewed by request or in the Fresh & Easy Data Room.
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SALE PROCESS
Bid Submission

Interested parties that wish to acquire some or all of the assets must submit bids by June 2, 2016 at 5:00 pm EST. Bidding Instructions
and forms are available on the Hilco Streambank website – www.hilcostreambank.com and in the online data room. Based upon its review
of the bids received on or before the Bid Deadline, the Company will determine whether or not a subsequent auction should be convened.
Accordingly, parties are encouraged to submit their highest and best bids for the Assets.

BID DEADLINE: JUNE 2, 2016 AT 5:00 EST
Bidding Instructions will be provided by Hilco Streambank and will be available to parties under confidentiality agreement in the online
data room.
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